Endocrine causes of systemic hypertension in children and adolescents: a clinical review
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Abstract: Hypertension has been well recognized as a major contributor of chronic cardiovascular disease, resulting in significant morbidity and mortality not only in adults but also in children and adolescents. Primary or essential hypertension refers to cases where no underlying etiology is apparent for the high blood pressure, and accounts for a majority of the patients. Secondary hypertension refers to a much smaller group of patients in whom the blood pressure elevation may be attributed to an underlying cause. With improved diagnostic techniques, some cases of previously diagnosed essential hypertension may be found to have an underlying etiology. Endocrine causes account for a relatively small proportion of all patients with hypertension. In the following discussion, only secondary hypertension due to endocrine-related causes will be discussed.
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Introduction

An accurate assessment of blood pressure (BP) is very important. Use of appropriate BP cuffs, reliable BP measuring apparatus, and availability of trained staff for obtaining consistent measurements is key. It is also important to correlate a high blood pressure by comparing with appropriate reference standards. The National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Task Force in Blood Pressure Control in Childhood has provided reference standards for blood pressure according to age, sex, and height percentiles and offer 50th, 90th, 95th, and 99th percentiles for blood pressure for each of these categories.1,2

Limitations still remain about possible ethnic differences, normal diurnal variations in blood pressures, and also the fact that only in-office BP measurements are generally used, and changes in BP over the day in daily routine situations is not measured. Several BP measurements on different days need to be monitored before making final decisions. Ambulatory BP monitoring devices worn over several days may offer more insight into BP variations over the day.

A group of disorders generally referred to as monogenic or low renin causes of hypertension include primarily underlying disorders of the adrenal steroid pathway as well as renal mechanisms involved with Na+/K+ channels.3,4 A second group of disorders include a primary endocrine dysfunction related to thyroid, parathyroid, adrenal, and cortisol metabolism. Other syndromic conditions such as Turner syndrome, metabolic syndrome, and diabetes mellitus are inherent risk factors for hypertension. Besides these...
basic underlying disorders, iatrogenic hypertension needs to be considered, especially in patients taking glucocorticoids, thyroid hormone replacement therapy with estrogens or androgens. These different groups of disorders are explained in more detail below.

**Primary hyperaldosteronism (PA)**

Primary hyperaldosteronism is characterized by excessive aldosterone secretion and may be due to aldosterone producing adenoma (APA) and idiopathic hyperaldosteronism adrenal hyperplasia (IHA), representing 80% and 20% of cases respectively.\(^5\)\(^6\)\(^7\)\(^8\) Previously believed to be uncommon, more recently there is increased recognition of specific cardiovascular morbidity and mortality related to excessive aldosterone secretion. These effects are related to the pro-inflammatory and pro-fibrotic properties of aldosterone on the heart, blood vessels, and the kidney and seem to be independent of the severity of the hypertension. Compared with patients with similar levels of hypertension, patients with hyperaldosteronism have more diastolic dysfunction, atrial fibrillation, left ventricular hypertrophy, and an increased incidence of cardiovascular complications including myocardial infarction. Patients with resistant hypertension have increased aldosterone associated with brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) and atrial natriuretic peptide levels and proteinuria, in association with high sodium diet, indicating intravascular volume expansion. These patients demonstrate resistance to usual doses of thiazides, but respond with diuresis to specific mineralocorticoid receptor antagonists.\(^9\)

In the last 15 years, using the plasma aldosterone concentration (PAC) to plasma renin activity (PRA) ratio as a case-finding test for PA, followed by confirmatory testing, PA has surged as the most common cause of secondary hypertension. Tables 1 and 2 detail the laboratory findings in reference to PRA and plasma aldosterone ratios and the factors that may influence the accuracy of these measurements.\(^5\)\(^10\)

**Familial hyperaldosteronism (FHA)**

There are three different types of FHA known to date, namely FHA I, FHA II, and FHA III.\(^11\)\(^12\)\(^13\) Early onset of hypertension and consequent early target organ damage are features of these inheritable groups of disorders. The definitive gene defect in FHA type 1 is known, while active research continues to detect the definitive genetic mutations in types II and III.\(^11\) A careful family history is essential for early diagnosis and institution of early treatment to minimize morbidity.\(^11\)

**FHA I**

FHA I, also known as glucocorticoid remediable aldosteronism (GRA), is an autosomal dominant familial form of hypertension caused by chimeric gene duplications occurring between the adjacent genes for aldosterone synthase and 11β-hydroxylase genes located in chromosome 8.\(^12\)\(^13\) This chimeric gene has a new structure, fusing the regulatory sequence of 11β-hydroxylase onto coding sequences that specify aldosterone synthase.\(^12\)\(^13\)

The clinical presentation is considerably variable. The hypertension may be mild with normal laboratory findings and be considered as essential hypertension; or it may be severe leading to development of stroke, particularly in men between 20 and 40 years of age. There may be severe hypertension presenting in early childhood which can be very difficult to treat if the specific diagnosis is not established. The diagnosis is facilitated if there is a family history of severe hypertension following an autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance, if the hypertension develops early, and if hypokalemia develops after the use of diuretic therapy. A useful screening test for the identification of these patients is the finding of an elevated aldosterone renin ratio.
(ARR), usually >30. Since the test is not specific for this disorder, further evaluation becomes necessary.13 Urinary 18-oxocortisol and 18-hydroxycortisol levels are elevated in patients with GRA.13 Dexamethasone suppression testing may be undertaken in which the aldosterone plasma levels are measured before and after the administration of 0.5 mg of dexamethasone orally every 6 hours for 4 days. In GRA, this result in suppression of plasma aldosterone to very low levels. The test, however, is not specific for GRA, as other conditions associated with hyperaldosteronism may also show similar results. However genetic testing now offers specific diagnosis.

The treatment for GRA is aimed at suppression of aldosterone by administration of glucocorticoids.13 The dose of glucocorticoids used should be the minimum necessary to suppress aldosterone without causing Cushing syndrome and linear growth retardation. Other medications that are helpful include the use of a specific mineralocorticoid receptor blocker such as spironolactone or eplerenone. Low sodium diet should be followed as well.

FHA II
FHA II is an autosomal dominant condition characterized by increase production of aldosterone due to adrenocortical hyperplasia or APA.11 This differs from FHA I in that the aldosterone secretion is not suppressible by glucocorticoids. Genetic analysis demonstrates that it is not related to the hybrid CYP11B1/CYP11B2 mutation located in the long arm of chromosome 8 responsible for the FHA I.11,14,15 Several families with FHA II have been described in Australia, South America, and in Italy, and although the specific gene mutation has not been identified, linkage analysis studies in these families indicate that the locus of the abnormal gene seems to be within the 7p22 region.14,15 Patients with FHA II usually do not present in infancy. Surgical correction is indicated in the presence of unilateral APA; medical treatment is indicated in the presence of bilateral adrenal hyperplasia, including evaluating the response to the specific blockade of the MR-A by spironolactone.11,14,15

FHA III
A Mendelian form of FHA is reported that differs clinically and biochemically from previously described cases.16,17 The index case was a 5 year old boy that presented with headache, polyuria polydipsia, and hypertension (blood pressure of 230/140 mm Hg), hypokalemia, hyperaldosteronism with urinary aldosterone excretion of 150 µg/d. No adenoma was detected. Despite vigorous medical treatment, the blood pressure did not respond to treatment. Bilateral adrenalectomy at 9 years resulted in normalization of the blood pressure and correction of the hypokalemia. The adrenals were found to be grossly enlarged with histology consistent with nodular hyperplasia of the zona fasciculata. Twenty-six years later, two daughters of the index case, ages of 4 and 7 years were evaluated for hypertension. The BPs were noted to be 188/140 mm Hg and 148/114 mm Hg. They also presented with severe hypokalemia, hyperaldosteronism (aldosterone levels >100 ng/dL) and decreased PRA of 0.3 and 0.2 ng/mL/h. The urine revealed markedly elevated hybrid steroids 18-oxocortisol and 18-hydroxycortisol. But these children did not respond to treatment with dexamethasone at a dose of 0.5 mg twice daily. They failed to normalize their blood pressures, and surprisingly were noted to show a doubling of the plasma aldosterone levels. The failure of the hypertension to respond to aggressive medical treatment made bilateral adrenalectomy the ultimate therapeutic option. The adrenal glands were grossly enlarged with histology revealing histological atrophy of the zona glomerulosa and diffuse hyperplasia of the zona fasciculata. This has since then been labeled as FHA III differing from FHA types I and II in several aspects. The specific genetic mutation for FHA III has not been described as yet.18

Hereditary paraganglioma/pheochromocytoma (PGL/PCC) syndromes
PGLs and PCCs are tumors that develop from neural crest cell lineage, stain positively for chromaffin, and produce catecholamines.19 Tumors that originate from the adrenal medulla are designated as PCCs; tumors that are located in extra adrenal position are called PGLs.19 PGLs are located along the paravertebral region extending from the neck to the pelvis; a few cases have been described in the bladder. These tumors may also be found in association with MEN2 and von Hippel–Lindau syndrome.19 The sympathetic PGLs secrete catecholamines.19,20 Of the parasympathetic PGLs, most are nonsecretory. The PGLs and PCCs are very rare in children. The age of presentation is more often during the teen years; the male to female ratio is 1:1. The clinical manifestations may vary greatly. Symptoms due to tumor effect may be seen in 30% of patients presenting with abdominal pain and abdominal distention, or noted as an incidental mass during imaging study for another reason. The clinical features present are due to hypersecretion of catecholamines and may result in paroxysmal or sustained hypertension, headache, and palpitations. Secondary symptoms include profuse sweating, flushing, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, anxiety, and tremors. Although episodic symptomatology is
described, the hypertension in the pediatric population tends to be constant. This diagnosis should be ruled out in children and adolescents with significant hypertension.19

The catecholamines secreted by PGLs/PCCs may be epinephrine, norepinephrine, or dopamin.20 The recommended case detection test is the plasma fractionated metanephrines achieving 82%–97% specificity with 96%–99% of sensitivity.20 Negative test results exclude the existence of catecholamines. Steps to avoid false positive that are recommended include obtaining resting plasma fractionated metanephrines from a supine venipuncture, after voiding or discontinuing interfering medications; and increasing the diagnostic cutoff values; using additional testing measures such as a 24-hour urine fractionated metanephrine or clonidine suppression test. Confirmatory testing with plasma chromogranin A or urine fractionated metanephrines is recommended.20 After confirmatory diagnosis in a proband, molecular genetic testing for succinate dehydrogenase subunit D (SDHD), succinate dehydrogenase subunit C (SDHC), and succinate dehydrogenase subunit B (SDHB), succinate dehydrogenase subunit A (SDHA), and succinate dehydrogenase subunit E (SDHE) is indicated in all individuals known to have or suspected to have PGL/PCC syndrome. A high index of suspicion should exist for children presenting at early age with bilateral adrenal tumor or with extra-adrenal or multiple tumors. The absence of a family history or other clinical features suggesting hereditary syndromes does not preclude the need for genetic testing. Imaging studies are further used for tumor localization. The diagnostic sensitivity and specificity of computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are equivalent.123I-metaiodobenzylguanidine (MIBG) scintigraphy has greater specificity for localization but less sensitivity. It may be useful to further characterize masses detected by CT or MRI.

The treatment of PCCs and PGLs is surgical with preoperative preparation of the patient with α-adrenergic receptor blockers and β-adrenergic receptor blockers.21 The incidence of malignancy is more than 40%, particularly in pediatric patients. Chemotherapy may also be necessary. The long-term prognosis for benign PGLs/PCCs is excellent, with 100% survival at 15 years of follow up; in contrast, the 15 years survival rate for malignant PGLs/PCCs is 31%.21

Syndrome of apparent mineralocorticoid excess (11-β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase deficiency type 2)

In mineralocorticoid sensitive target tissues such as the principal cell in the cortical collecting duct, the mineralocorticoid receptor (MR) is not selective and is unable to distinguish between the glucocorticoid cortisol and its natural ligand aldosterone.22 The enzyme 11-β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type-2 (11-β-HSD2) converts the hormonally active cortisol into inactive cortisone conferring specificity to the MR.23 Inactivating mutations in the gene encoding for the enzyme 11-β-HSD2 result in the autosomal recessive condition now referred to as syndrome of apparent mineralocorticoid excess (sAME).22,23 Normally, the plasma cortisol concentrations are 100–1000 times higher than aldosterone levels. In this situation, this enzyme defect causes excessive amounts of cortisol to remain and not be converted to cortisone. The cortisol in these circumstances acts as a powerful mineralocorticoid and causes cortisol-mediated hypertension. There are similarities with the clinical manifestations of dark licorice gluttony that induces inhibition of 11-β-hydrosteroid dehydrogenase type-2, giving rise to a similar picture.22,23

The clinical manifestations are related to the severity of the mutation. Severe mutations manifest early, with intrauterine growth retardation, failure to thrive, polyuria, polydipsia, low renin hypertension, low aldosterone levels, hypokalemia, metabolic alkalosis, hypercalciuria, and nephrocalcinosis.22,23 Less severe mutations manifest in adolescence or later in life, with hypertension. Complications include left ventricular hypertrophy, cerebrovascular accidents, and death, which may occur in infancy, adolescence, or later in life. Biochemical abnormalities include low renin, low aldosterone, and low or normal potassium. The levels of deoxycorticosterone (DOC) and corticosterone are normal. The most important biochemical parameter findings are in the urine, with elevation of cortisol (THF+5αTHF) to cortisone (THE) metabolites, i.e., (THF+5αTHF) / THE ratio, many times noted to be 10 times the normal values.22,23

The treatment modalities include a low sodium diet, correction of hypokalemia, and a spironolactone or other MR antagonist. Blocking ENaC with amiloride seems logical; however, the administration of glucocorticoids will aggravate the condition. Calcium channel blockers may also have a role in treatment.

Familial hyperkalemic hypertension (FHHt) pseudohypoaldosteronism type 2 (PHA2, Gordon syndrome)

PHA2 is an autosomal dominant disorder characterized by the triad of hypertension, hyperkalemia, and normal glomerular filtration rate.24 Other features of the syndrome include low plasma renin activity and low aldosterone, muscle weakness, hypercalciuria, and distal renal tubular acidosis.24 Some of these children may present with short stature. Severe
hypothesis generally develops in the second to third decade. Clinical experience has shown that hypertension and hyperkalemia respond to the administration of thiazide diuretics. It has also been observed that the administration of sodium with poorly reabsorbable anions such as bicarbonate or sulfate decrease hypertension and hyperkalemia, indicating that FHHH is a distal nephron disorder of excessive chloride reabsorption (chloride shunt).  

Mutation in two related genes WINK4 and WINK1, coding for a family of serine-threonine (with no lysine) kinases have been found to be responsible for the development of PHA2.  

Both kinases are highly expressed in the kidney and also in the epithelia involved in chloride transport in other tissues. WINK4 is expressed predominantly along the aldosterone sensitive distal nephron (ASDN). WINK1 exists in two forms, one is diffusely expressed in many tissues and is known as the full-length kinase-sufficient WINK1 (L-WINK1) and a second shorter isoform that is kidney specific and is abundantly distributed in the ASDN. Recently published whole genome association study has identified Ste20 related proline-alanine rich kinase (SPAK, also known as STK39) as a hypertension susceptibility gene in the general population.  

WINK4 inhibits sodium reabsorption by reducing the expression of NCC in the plasmalemma. Missense mutations in WINK4 block this inhibitory activity, and as a result there is an increase in the apical expression of the transporter as well as sodium reabsorption. The effect of the missense mutation of WINK4 on ROMK is less clear but block this inhibitory activity, inhibiting sodium reabsorption, and as a result there is an increase in the apical expression of the transporter as well as sodium reabsorption. The effect of the missense mutation of WINK4 on ROMK is less clear but seems to work in an opposite manner, causing a decrease in potassium excretion.  

In PHA2 there is loss of inhibition of NCC and increase of the inhibition of ROMK, in addition to an increase in paracellular permeability to chloride in the medullary collecting kidney cells. It is also known that WINK4-mediated negative regulation of NCC activity is in turn inhibited by WINK1. Treatment of Gordon syndrome is with a low sodium diet and administration of thiazide diuretics, which are the diuretics of first choice for this condition. Loop diuretics are able to normalize the blood pressure and hyperkalemia, but worsen the hypercalciuria.  

Liddle syndrome  

Liddle syndrome was initially described by Liddle in 1963 in a 16-year-old adolescent female in a family in which multiple siblings developed early onset of severe hypertension and frequent occurrence of strokes following an autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance. Laboratory evaluation revealed hypokalemia, metabolic alkalosis, suppressed plasma renin activity, and low aldosterone levels. At that time this condition was called pseudohyperaldosteronism. These patients are cured by renal transplantation, therefore demonstrating that the abnormality resides in the kidney and is not the result of a circulating factor. Today we know that Liddle syndrome results from a gain of function mutation in the genes encoding for the β and γ subunits of ENaC on chromosome 16p13-p12. Alterations in the genes render the proteins resistant to the normal degradation by the family of ubiquitin ligases (Nedd4 pathway).  

As a result, the number of channels is increased, and they remain active therefore causing an increase in sodium and water reabsorption and increased potassium and H+ excretion. Liddle syndrome is refractory to most antihypertensive medications; however, the understanding of the basic mechanism of the disease has facilitated a rational treatment. Amiloride or triamterene block ENaC, therefore preventing Na+ reabsorption, and together with a low sodium diet, allows for control of the hypertension, as well as the resolution of the hypokalemia and metabolic alkalosis. Mineralocorticoid blockade with spironolactone or eplerenone does not offer therapeutic effect. Renal transplantation is curative.  

Activating mineralocorticoid receptor mutation exacerbated by pregnancy  

A newly discovered missense mutation of the MR results in a substitution of lysine for serine in codon 810 (S810L). Further evaluation reveals that the carriers of MR<sub>S810L</sub> develop hypertension before the age of 20 years, and the women in the family who carried the mutation experience a severe exacerbation of the hypertension during pregnancy. The (S810L) is a gain of function mutation in the human MR gene located on 4q31.1. With this mutation, the specificity of the receptor is altered in such a way that hormones lacking the 21-hydroxyl group such as cortisone and progesterone becomes agonistic and activate MR<sub>S810L</sub>. During pregnancy, progesterone levels increase 100-fold and may be responsible for the dramatic increase in blood pressure in these women. During pregnancy there is an avid sodium and water retention resulting in volume expansion and hypertension with low aldosterone levels. It is important to remember that the disorder does not respond to glucocorticoids or spironolactone, and the use of spironolactone aggravates the hypertension. Delivery of the fetus, however, improves the condition.

It is reasonable to infer that the onset of early hypertension in both male and female carriers of MR<sub>S810L</sub> may be due
to a permanent increase in sodium reabsorption in the distal nephron due to activation of MR by cortisone.32

Hypertension due to a basic underlying endocrine disorder

Thyroid disorders

Hypertension is reported both in hyper- and hypothyroidism. Patients with hyperthyroidism commonly have systolic hypertension.33 Additionally, increased cardiac output and increased cardiac contractility in the setting of decreased peripheral vascular resistance resulting in the common finding of widened pulse pressure in these patients.33,34 Activation of the renin-angiotensin system (RAS) seems to be contributory to the hypertension in hyperthyroidism, and angiotensin II antagonists are noted to lower the blood pressure. Hypothyroidism has also been reported to be associated with hypertension as well; however, this continues to be controversial.33,34 Treatment of the underlying thyroid dysfunction results in normalization of high blood pressure.

Cushing’s syndrome

Cushing’s syndrome results from excessive exposure to glucocorticoids, which may be endogenously produced or exogenously administered. Endogenous glucocorticoid may be produced as a result of increased CRH (corticotropin releasing hormone), ACTH (adrenocorticotropic hormone), or cortisol production; and ectopic tumors secreting CRH or ACTH and adrenal tumors. Patients with Cushing’s syndrome exhibit predominantly diastolic hypertension, which may be due to increased angiotensinogen, increased peripheral vascular response to adrenergic agonists, and also possibly due to activation of the MRs by large amounts of cortisol.35–41

Parathyroid disorders and hypercalcemia

Hyperparathyroidism is frequently associated with hypertension, and this may be seen even when the primary hyperparathyroidism is mild. The exact etiology or mechanism of hypertension in hyperparathyroidism is not clear. Additionally, there is no definite improvement of hypertension in patients even when their primary hyperparathyroidism has been treated.41–43 Intracellular hypercalcemia and abnormal calcium regulation are believed to be causative for hypertension.

Congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH)

CAH results from defects in the steroidogenic enzymes involved in the adrenal steroid biosynthetic pathway. The level and severity of the enzymatic defect determines clinical features and the specific biochemical profile. 21 hydroxylase gene mutations are responsible for the most common form of CAH. However, it is generally not associated with hypertension. CAH associated with hypertension mainly includes enzymatic mutations in 11β-hydroxylase (CY 11β1) and 17 α-hydroxylase/17, 20 lyse (CYP 17). CAH due to 11β-hydroxylase deficiency accounts for about 5% of all patients with CAH. CY11β1 is involved in the conversion of 1-deoxycorticosterone (DOC) to corticosterone and 11-deoxycortisol to cortisol. Therefore, secretion of cortisol and cortisol is impaired. However, secondary to increased ACTH, the levels of DOC and 11-deoxycortisol are increased. Markedly increased levels of DOC result in hypertension. DOC being a mineralcorticoid also causes suppression of renin and angiotensin, and subsequently low levels of aldosterone as well. Therefore, this is one of the inherited forms of low renin hypertension. Hypertension in these cases is usually mild but may occasionally be severe. Like other CAH entities, CYP11β1 deficiency is also inherited in an autosomal recessive manner. Diagnosis is primarily biochemical by demonstration of elevated levels of DOC and 11-deoxycortisol in blood and tetrahydro-11-deoxycorticisol in urine. Genetic diagnosis may also be obtained.

Treatment of these patients is achieved by glucocorticoid replacement, which by negative feedback inhibits the excessive ACTH secretion, thereby lowering levels of DOC. This usually is therapeutic for treatment of hypertension as well. However, in severe cases, temporary treatment with antihypertensives may be undertaken until the more specific treatment starts to work in these patients.

CYP17 deficiency causes one of the uncommon forms of CAH. CYP17 is responsible for conversion of pregnenolone to 17OH pregnenolone, and progesterone to 17OH progesterone. Therefore, there is cortisol deficiency but production of large amounts of corticosterone, which can also bind to the glucocorticoid receptor, and DOC, which results in low renin hypertension. The treatment approach is similar to that discussed under 11β-hydroxylase deficiency.

Metabolic syndrome, obesity, diabetes mellitus

Hypertension is commonly associated with obesity and metabolic syndrome. Metabolic syndrome has been shown to be associated with a higher risk of cardiovascular disease.44,45
This increased risk is seen to be related to insulin resistance rather than obesity itself.44–48 Many patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) may have hypertension at diagnosis, while most patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus develop hypertension subsequent to nephropathy.49 Long term, large trials for T2DM such as the UKPDS (United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study) have emphasized the importance of aggressive antihypertensive therapy for all patients with T2DM, so as to minimize the risks of cardiovascular heart disease.1,49,50

**Turner syndrome (TS)**

TS is a chromosomal disorder in females with an incidence of 1:2000 to 1:5000, characterized by the partial or complete absence of one of the X chromosomes. The two almost constant features of TS are short stature and ovarian dysgenesis. Aside from these features, there is a high association of multiple other congenital anomalies involving the renal, endocrine, and cardiovascular systems. Cardiovascular disease risk generally includes aortic valvular disease and hypertension; coarctation of aorta and aortic dissection may be seen later in adulthood. The risk of hypertension was documented in a study which documented 30% of TS girls or young women were mildly hypertensive, and 50% had abnormal blood pressure profile on ambulatory BP monitoring.51 TS girls should have their blood pressure monitored and followed closely. Hypertension in TS girls should be aggressively and appropriately treated to minimize the risks of aortic dissection.

**Iatrogenic hypertension**

A comprehensive history in patients with hypertension should include details of medications. Many medications used in endocrinology can lead to high blood pressure. Most important of these probably includes steroids. These may be glucocorticoids used for replacement therapy in CAH, adrenal insufficiency, or in nonendocrine conditions such as autoimmune conditions, pulmonary conditions, in chemotherapy protocols, mineralocorticoids for replacement in salt wasting CAH conditions, and oral contraceptive pills with estrogen–progestin combinations. It is important to remember that physiologic glucocorticoid doses used for replacement therapy as in CAH or adrenal insufficiency generally will not cause hypertension. Hypertension due to glucocorticoids will be seen in scenarios of utilization of pharmacologic doses. A supratherapeutic dose of thyroid hormone supplementation also may increase the risk of hypertension as well. Patients on all these treatment regimens should have regular and close follow-up of their blood pressures.

**Conclusion**

There is no simple, specific, reliable approach for the diagnosis of the monogenic forms of hypertension. However, the clinical presentation, family history, physical examination, and basic laboratory studies for electrolyte abnormalities along with a high index of suspicion may together provide helpful clues toward diagnosis.52 All these factors should be considered carefully in any child or adolescent presenting with hypertension. A common finding in all the monogenic forms of hypertension is the low levels of plasma renin activity at presentation. Once therapy is initiated, the plasma renin levels are modified, and measurements for diagnostic purposes after initiation of treatment will not be helpful. Along with a plasma renin activity (PRA), aldosterone levels should be measured as well. The PRA to aldosterone ratio currently is the most used screening test for the diagnosis of primary hyperaldosteronism and aldosterone producing adenoma.
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